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KERING CONTRIBUTES TO THE FIGHT AGAINST COVID-19

The Kering Group is playing its part in combating the Covid-19 pandemic in France.
•

In the days ahead, Kering will provide the French health service with 3 million surgical masks, which
the Group will purchase and import from China.

•

Meanwhile, the French workshops of Kering’s Houses Balenciaga and Yves Saint Laurent are
preparing to manufacture masks while complying with the strictest health protection measures for
their staff members, with production getting underway as soon as the manufacturing process and
materials have been approved by the relevant authorities.

•

With a view to providing a lasting response to the current pandemic, Kering has made a financial
donation to the Institut Pasteur to support its research into Covid-19.

All these contributions follow those already made in China and Italy in recent weeks.
•

On March 11 in Italy, Kering and its Houses made donations to the four major foundation
hospitals in Lombardy, Veneto, Tuscany and Lazio.
More recently, Gucci responded to a call to fashion companies from the Regione Toscana for
surgical masks and medical overalls, and could be able to donate 1.100.000 surgical masks
and 55.000 medical overalls in the coming weeks, subject to relevant authorizations.

•

On January 28 in China, Kering and its Houses announced a donation to the Hubei Red Cross
Foundation to help fight the spread of the virus.
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About Kering
A global Luxury group, Kering manages the development of a series of renowned Houses in Fashion, Leather
Goods, Jewelry and Watches: Gucci, Saint Laurent, Bottega Veneta, Balenciaga, Alexander McQueen,
Brioni, Boucheron, Pomellato, DoDo, Qeelin, Ulysse Nardin, Girard-Perregaux, as well as Kering Eyewear.
By placing creativity at the heart of its strategy, Kering enables its Houses to set new limits in terms of their
creative expression while crafting tomorrow’s Luxury in a sustainable and responsible way. We capture these
beliefs in our signature: “Empowering Imagination”. In 2019, Kering had over 38,000 employees and revenue
of €15.9 billion.
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